
DOWNERS GROVE LIQUOR COMMISSION
VILLAGE HALL COMMITTEE ROOM

801 BURLINGTON AVENUE

Thursday, September 5, 2013

I. CALL TO ORDER

Staff called the Liquor Commission meeting to order at 6:30 p.m.

II. ROLL CALL

PRESENT:  Mr. Austin, Mr. Clary, Ms. Fregeau, Mr. Jacobson, Ms. King, Mr. Krusenoski,
Chairman Strelau

ABSENT: None

STAFF: Liaison to the Liquor Commission Carol Kuchynka, Village Attorney Enza
Petrarca

OTHERS: Mayor/Liquor Commissioner Martin T. Tully, Councilman/Deputy Liquor
Commissioner Geoff Neustadt

III. APPROVAL OF MINUTES

Staff asked for approval of the minutes for the August 1, 2013 Liquor Commission meeting and asked
members if there were any corrections, changes or additions.

Mr. Austin had a change to page 13, concerning the discussion on Game Pazzo.  He asked that the third
paragraph from the bottom be amended to include that a discussion ensued concerning the similarities
between private fund raising advertising efforts and the live music efforts at Game Pazzo.  Mr. Austin
stated that he recalled having discussion about live bands and private events at the facility and the concern
about the licensee’s promotions for such. Chairman Strelau asked for clarification.  She stated that there
was discussion as to if there was a difference whether the licensee promoted the events to the public or if
a charitable organization renting the facility does.  

Mr. Austin rephrased his comment to ask that a discussion ensued questioning whether or not a promotion
was made by the licensee or by private fundraising efforts.  

Hearing no further changes, corrections or additions, the August 1, 2013 minutes of the Liquor
Commission meeting were approved with the aforementioned changes.

Staff reminded those present that this evening's meeting was being recorded on Village-owned equipment
and staff was present to keep minutes for the record.  

IV ACTIVE AGENDA

Ms. Kuchynka welcomed Mayor/Liquor Commissioner Martin T. Tully and Deputy Liquor
Commissioner Geoff Neustadt to the meeting.  Ms. Kuchynka turned the meeting over to Mayor Tully.

Mayor Tully thanked the group on behalf of himself and the Village Council for the commissioners
volunteering their time and serving the community.  He stated that the Council is aware of the time, effort
and sacrifices made in serving on this commission and the important topic of liquor service.



Mayor Tully stated that he and staff have discussed issues, changes in style and what has been done in the
past.  He stated that it made sense to have an open conversation with the group about what is working
well, what could work better and what areas may need to be addressed.  He stated that he would like to
share ideas and make sure everyone is on the same page regarding what their expectations are in terms of
serving on the commission.  

Mayor Tully stated the three most important things the commission does.  He noted that one was to assess
whether licenses should be issued, what to do with licensees who are involved in disciplinary  hearings
and them making potential changes to the Code.  Mayor Tully stated that he would like to share his
thoughts on those topics and get the opinions of the Commission ands staff as well.

Mayor Tully stated that he would like to discuss the role of the Commission and what could be done
better.  He was encouraged that they were all in attendance.  

Mayor Tully stated he has typically gone along with the recommendations concerning disciplinary
actions.  He stated he will look at past precedent.  He stated that being consistent was important,
especially if a disciplinary violation is based upon similar conduct.  He stated he preferred not to go
against precedent unless there are mitigating or aggravating circumstances or if a licensee needs to be
better motivated.  

Ms. Petrarca stated that the Liquor Commission made recommendations for the fine and penalty in the
past.  She stated that last year, the Commission had trouble determining a fine and penalty for an
establishment.  She stated that there was discussion after that meeting as to whether the Commission
should make a penalty recommendation or not.  She stated some members did not feel comfortable
making such recommendations as they frequent these establishments.  She stated that the Mayor has the
discretion to make any appropriate penalty under the terms of the Ordinance.  She stated that the
Commission has since not made penalty recommendations, but continues to find the licensees guilty or
not guilty of the violation. 

Mayor Tully stated he would like to discuss the issue of disciplinary hearings with the Commission and
get their thoughts.  Mayor Tully stated that licensees typically stipulate to a violation.  Ms. Fregeau stated
that she recalled asking for guidelines.  She stated that staff would make a recommendation and then the
Commission would agree or modify it and make their recommendation to the Mayor.  Ms. Petrarca noted
that the Village has written suspension guidelines.  

Ms. Petrarca recalled the Walgreens hearing where the Commission had trouble making the penalty
recommendation.  Mr. Austin agreed and recalled discussing what the Commission could and could not
do.  Mr. Krusenoski stated that he felt uncomfortable having an open debate about the fines and penalties
in front of the licensee.  He stated that they grill the licensee about the event and are given different
excuses as to why the violation occurred.  He stated that any penalty should be an attempt to deter future 
violations.  

Mr. Austin stated that smaller establishments seem to take a violation more seriously.  Chairman Strelau
noted that the hotels have some of the best manuals and policies that are nationwide chains and, rarely, if
ever, have violations.  She stated that frustration comes from the incidents involving the vertical under 21
license.  Mr. Krusenoski noted that when licensees take an under 21 license it is considered an
aggravating circumstance.  He asked why the violation is any less severe when they do not ask for
identification.   
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Ms. Fregeau stated that she discovered that there are other communities with more stringent violation
penalties.  She referenced the State of Oregon wherein they suspend licensee holders 13-21 days for
serving a minor.  She stated that she is pro-business, and did not agree that such penalty is what the
Village should institute, but noting the number of violations this year, she was not sure if the issuance of a
small fine and one day suspension sends a clear enough message. 

Ms. Fregeau stated that the Commission works with licensees and asks if they prefer a fine or suspension.
She stated that in terms of consistency, a strong message must be sent.  Mr. Jacobson suggested that the
fine to the server be raised.  Ms. Petrarca stated that staff has discussed that.  

Mr. Clary stated that a specific fine amount should be set for a violation where an under 21 license is
shown.  

Ms. Fregeau stated that some licensees have a policy in their manuals where they will terminate an
employee if they sell to a minor, yet in some cases, they do not terminate.

Ms. Fregeau stated that the Commission does not tell licensees what to include in their manual, but makes
suggestions regarding termination and the non-acceptance of the under 21 license.  She asked if they can
make these policies mandatory.  

Mayor Tully asked the Commission if they had issues with handling a disciplinary hearing without
recommending a penalty if the licensee agrees to stipulate and conform to a fine or penalty that is
consistent with past practice. Ms. Fregeau stated that she was ok with not recommending a fine, as the
Mayor has done a good job taking similar violations by applying fines and suspensions consistently. 

Ms. Fregeau stated that she would like to be more involved with license renewals.  She asked if licensees
can be required to attend a renewal hearing if they have had violations or compliance issues over the
course of the year.   Mayor Tully stated that a renewal hearing would not be likely if they are a model
licensee with no problems.   The Commission agreed.  Mayor Tully stated that licensees should be
awarded administrative renewal without a hearing with good behavior.  Ms. Kuchynka recalled only a
few renewal hearings when the licensee’s DUI figures were overwhelming.  

Mayor Tully stated that he would have no problem requiring a renewal hearing where there are situations
with licensees having a number of issues, violations or changes.  He stated that he would like it to be a
focused hearing.  

Mr. Clary stated that if a licensee has not had a violation over the course of the year, he would not expect
them to appear before the Commission.  He stated that if there are documented problems, they might have
grounds to have a renewal hearing.  Mayor Tully stated the hearings would be discretionary.  Mr. Austin
noted that licensees should be recognized for not having issues and noted if their record is good, a
renewal hearing is not warranted.

Ms. Fregeau stated that there is value to having the license reviewed yearly, to make sure their manual is
up to date and to be sure that ordinance changes are addressed.  Chairman Strelau asked if licensees
submit their manuals at renewal.  Ms. Kuchynka replied if there are changes to the Code she requests that
they address the changes and resubmit the manual.  She stated that she received revised manuals in 2013
from all licensees.    

Ms. Fregeau stated that manuals of disciplined licensees were outdated manuals.  Ms. Petrarca stated that
the Village cannot force them to make manual changes.  Mr. Krusenoski stated that licensees may submit
a manual but implementing the use of it is not embraced by management.  
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Mr. Jacobson stated that he would rather see a subtle manual than have incredible manuals that are not
followed and where the licensee violates their own policies.

Chairman Strelau asked about the BASSETT training requirement.  She noted that the Commission often
finds out that the employee involved in the violation has not gone through certified training.   Ms.
Kuchynka stated that the ordinance was recently amended to require employees to have the training upon
hire, rather than four months from the date of hire.  She stated that during the course of the year, she does
not require licensees to turn in individual certificates as she would be inundated with paperwork given the
turn around in the industry.  She stated that they are required to provide the certificates and/or a list of the
certifications at renewal.

Chairman Strelau asked what can be done if a licensee fails and the employee does not have the
certification.  Ms. Petrarca replied that they can be cited.  Ms. Kuchynka added that would be a valid
aggravating circumstance.  She stated that the Commission can ask to see their proof of training at the
time of the violation.  

Mr. Jacobson stated it would be helpful to have a guide for those items that can be aggravating
circumstances.  

Ms. Petrarca recalled debate by the Commission about what was worse, asking for the identification and
selling to the minor or not asking for identification at all.  

Mr. Austin stated that there is a consensus that a renewal hearing is not necessary if a licensee has a clean
record.  Ms. King asked if a hearing is required, would it be limited to events that occurred over the
course of that license year.  The group agreed it should be limited.  Mayor Tully stated that if a licensee
has issues, he will rely on staff to point those out at renewal.  Staff stated that all licenses are renewed at
the same time.  Ms. Petrarca stated that the licensee could be put on notice.

Ms. Petrarca stated that North Beach appeared before the Commission for an excessive number of DUIs. 

Mayor Tully stated that generally licensees stipulate to a violation and that the Commission makes a
recommendation of guilty or not guilty but no longer discusses sanctions.  He stated that the Commission
hears details of the violation and determines if there are aggravating or mitigating circumstances.  He
stated that he will, based on their discussion, go along with past precedent for similar situations.

Councilman Neustadt asked if it is typical for a licensee to stipulate to a violation.  Chairman Strelau
replied yes.  Councilman Neustadt asked if a hearing is necessary if the licensee stipulates.  Mr. Jacobson
stated that they stipulate to the facts of the incident.  Ms. Fregeau added that the Commission gathers a lot
of information from the hearing.  She stated that although they stipulate to the facts, there is discussion
about how often they train, what their policies are and how future incidents could be avoided.  

Mr. Krusenoski stated that most discussions last 20-30 minutes and the Commission is often shocked at
how lax licensees are in training.  The group discussed various excuses the licensees have given.  Ms.
Fregeau stated that the testimony reflects the tone and tenor of the management.  Mr. Krusenoski stated
that they hope to change the behavior of the licensee through discussion at the hearing.  

Mr. Jacobson stated that the fines and suspensions are serious and felt that questioning licensees and
having them attend a public hearing sends a message.  Mayor Tully asked the Commission if they felt the
hearing was a deterrent to bad behavior.  Chairman Strelau replied yes.  
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Ms. Petrarca stated that she had only been involved in one violation hearing where the licensee did not
stipulate.  Ms. Kuchynka added that they had to hold a full hearing with testimony from the officers,  the
agent and the licensee.  

Ms. King asked if an additional control buy is done on the licensee once there is a failure.  Ms. Kuchynka
replied yes.  She stated that a portion of the $1,000 hearing costs covers the re-testing fees.  She stated
that also covers staff time, the prosecuting attorney’s time and court reporting fees.  

Ms. Fregeau stated that she hoped the hearings are a pro-active measure to assure compliance.  She stated
that when they hold disciplinary hearings on the same night as application hearings, new applicants get to
hear how serious the Village is about violations.

Ms. King asked if control buys can be done at varying times.  Ms. Fregeau stated that most buys take
place at 5 p.m. in the afternoon.  Mr. Austin discussed other buys being done where multiple agents go in
as a distraction.  Ms. Petrarca stated that the Village has had violations without having to provide any 
distraction.   

Ms. Kuchynka stated that all license holders are advised of the control buy program and noted that the
only thing they are not told is when the test is to occur. 

Mr. Clary stated that the Commission hears excuses, some being that the employee was having a bad day. 

Councilman Neustadt asked if the officers advise the licensee of a violation.  Staff replied yes.  Ms.
Kuchynka noted that they are not immediately notified if they pass.  

Mr. Clary stated that agents are typically 17-18 years old.  Ms. Fregeau noted most licensees have
policies that say they will card anyone appearing under the age of 30.

Ms. King asked if tests could be done in different regions on the same night.  Ms. King noted that some
licensees warn others that the Village’s agent is coming in.  Ms. Petrarca stated that she would discuss the
matter with the Police Department.   

Chairman Strelau asked if State law limits the amount of a fine issued to an establishment.  Ms. Petrarca
replied $15,000 per year.  Mr. Jacobson asked about suspension limits.  Ms. Kuchynka believed that it
was 30 days. 

Mayor Tully stated that it might be helpful to know what things would be considered aggravating
circumstances besides the most obvious one being the vertical license.  

Mayor Tully asked what the Commission would consider a mitigating circumstance.  Mr. Krusenoski
replied immediate termination of the employee involved.  Mr. Austin agreed.    

Chairman Strelau asked what the Commission can do if a licensee has a termination policy in its liquor
manual but fails to terminate the employee.  Ms. Petrarca stated that the Village cannot force a licensee to
terminate an employee.  Mr. Austin stated that if a licensee has such a termination clause, it should be
considered an aggravating circumstance if, in fact, that they are not following their own policy.  Ms.
Fregeau asked if the Commission can mandate a zero tolerance policy when sales are made to a minor. 
Mayor Tully stated that the Village should not go as far as to mandate, but should follow the termination
policy if the manual states so.  
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Ms. Kuchynka stated that some licensees exclude the termination policy as their family members work for
the establishment.  

Mayor Tully stated that the Commission should be clear in their discussion about mitigating or
aggravating circumstances so that he can give an appropriate penalty.  

Ms. Fregeau stated that she would like mandatory attendance of the liquor manager at a disciplinary
hearing.  Mr. Jacobson stated that he would like to see the server present.  

Mr. Jacobson asked why the Commission asks the licensee which punishment they prefer.  He stated that
he was uncomfortable that the Mayor is hearing what licensees prefer and he may be pressured into
giving them their penalty of choice.  Mr. Clary stated that was only a preference.  Ms. Petrarca stated that
the Village does not have to give the licensee that option.

Mayor Tully asked staff if licensees regularly ask about the penalty.  Ms. Petrarca replied staff does get
their preference in advance.  Ms. Kuchynka stated that there are licensees that cannot afford the fine.  

Mayor Tully stated that the Commission does not have to ask their preference.  He stated that when they
are told what the fines or suspension is and they tell staff that they cannot afford it, he will consider the
option to suspend them.  Chairman Strelau asked if that would involve an appeal process.  Staff replied
no. Mayor Tully stated that the Village could offer an alternative without an appeal.

Mayor Tully stated that issuance of fines, suspension or both will be based on the testimony presented at
the hearing.  Ms. Kuchynka stated that the $1,000 public hearing fee will be charged for all hearings as
they are staff costs that need to be recovered and part of the money is to conduct a follow up control buy. 

Mayor Tully asked the Commission if they needed any further guidance or direction.  Ms. Fregeau stated
that she would like to receive BASSET training and was interested in seeing what the course offers.  Mr.
Clary asked how much the course costs.  Ms. Kuchynka replied that the fees vary depending on if they
take the classroom course, on-line course, seminars or the complete bartending class offered at COD.

Chairman Strelau stated that employees needed to attend a class as there were limited on-line certification
courses offered in the past.  

Ms. Fregeau stated that in addition to sanctions, the Commission could recommend re-education.  Ms.
Kuchynka stated that she offers to conduct an on-site seminar after a violation.  

Ms. King asked about control buys at establishments that do not open until later in the evening.  Ms.
Petrarca stated that the police go in later during their operating hours. She stated that some licensees have
compliance checks done as well.  Ms. Fregeau asked if a licensee has ever been charged with selling after
hours.  Staff replied no.  

Mr. Austin asked what the Commission could do to not hinder new businesses.  Mayor Tully replied that
the process of licensing can at times be difficult and recommending changes to the ordinance has been at
issue, especially for odd license categories.   He noted that the process can take time as they are only a 
recommending body and Council approval is needed for ordinance changes.  He asked them to bring up
any issues with staff who will then communicate with him and the Village Manager about potential
changes that unduly inhibit economic development opportunities.  

Mayor Tully informed the group that he was approached by a company that wanted to allow liquor sales
at gas stations and, for various reasons, was not something he was interested in allowing.  Ms. Petrarca
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noted that the Code prohibits the sale of alcohol at establishments that sell petroleum products.  Mayor
Tully stated that some communities have changed the rules to allow it.  He asked the Economic
Development Commission to see if not allowing it would be an issue if the development did not proceed
and there was not. Mayor Tully stated that some development issues had more of an impact on the
community than the liquor aspect.  

Mr. Austin stated that the Commission runs into issues when licensees cannot operate how they want and
some do not have the ability to qualify for certain provisions under their existing license.  He asked if
staff checks into that prior to it being presented to the Commission.  Ms. Kuchynka stated that minor
changes proposed by a licensee may be approved administratively.  She stated that on other occasions,
where the proposal is of a larger nature and/or the licensee is seeking changes to the theme or focus of the
operation, the request will be forwarded to the Commission for discussion and recommendation in order
for the changes to be discussed on the record.  

Mr. Austin asked whether the time frame for the Commission to consider applications could be shortened. 
He stated that the licensing process may need to be addressed especially when it can take up to 6 months
to be considered.

Ms. Fregeau stated that one applicant presented its case to the Commission just prior to a lease deadline. 
Ms. Petrarca agreed.  Mayor Tully agreed that was a unique circumstance.  He stated that an inquiry will
come into staff who will advise if a license is available or if obtaining a license is possible.  He stated that
often certain liquor sales are not permitted.  He used the example of the wine boutiques, which never were
allowed before.  He stated that the Commission was initially quite concerned with the concept, however,
they have been working out fine once a license and guidelines were established. 

Mayor Tully stated that the amendment to the Class E license gives the Commissioner power to add
conditions on that license and loss of the license if they fail to comply with the conditions.  He stated that
it empowers the Commission and staff to make the licensee remain in compliance with the terms of the
license and he intended to fully enforce any conditions made. 

Ms. King asked that the Commission be notified of potential requests for changes to the ordinance. 
Chairman Strelau stated there are a few non-standard classifications that were crafted for certain license
holders.  She asked if the Council wants the Commission to draft non-standard licenses.  Mayor Tully
replied that he cannot speak for the Council, but licenses have been created that are tailored to certain
establishments and stated that was his preference to do so.  He stated that there is desire to attract
something new, but a need to see how it works before a broad category is created.

Chairman Strelau stated that the Commission has had applicants that testify how they will operate, but
find that they cannot meet expectations after they have opened.  She stated that although the process may
seem a hindrance to business, the past has shown that some applicants have no intention of complying
with what is on the books.  Mr. Krusenoski stated that some new applicants had business models that
were failing.  He added that to keep in business, they needed to make changes to comply with demand,
while moving away from the original intent of the license. 

Mayor Tully stated that keeping the burden on the licensee in order to keep the public safe is preferred.  

Mayor Tully stated that in certain circumstances he will not forward changes to the Commission if
changes are minors.  Mayor Tully stated that in other circumstances, the Commission could hear
significant changes or innovative changes to the operation and could thereby add conditions to a license.   
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Mr. Austin stated that some license class requirements seem to nit pick because of a perception that the
establishment may be bad.  He stated that he liked the conditions, but if they are too stringent, they could
hamper business.  He suggested that the license structure be broader and then put restrictions on each
individual licensee.  Mayor Tully stated it is better for them to come before the Commission to request
changes rather than getting caught for things they are not supposed to do.  Mayor Tully stated that the
conditions should simply allow for greater flexibility.  

Councilman Neustadt stated that the Commission was flexible in the Gnarly J’s case which helped them
comply with the terms of the license classification.  He noted there had been zero flexibility in the past. 
He stated that the Village should have a process, but flexibility would be his answer to roadblocks.  He
stated that the key is to consider applications on a case-by-case basis.  He stated that staff informs
potential applicants of the process of obtaining a license.  He added that the Council has been looking to
create more possibilities for economic development along with acknowledging that liquor service is a
fierce responsibility.  

Mayor Tully stated that there was some question as to why the Downers Grove Park District Concerts in
the Park with beer and wine service was not presented to the Liquor Commission.  He stated that there is
increasing cooperation between public bodies.  He stated that the Village is no longer handling
community events and that they have been successful in partnering with the Rotary for Grove Fest and
other not-for-profit partnerships.   He stated that the Park District had decided to utilize their parks for
more events and offer food, drinks and adult beverages.   He stated that he did not believe that it required
a hearing, as they were using a local license holder who had experience in liquor service.  He stated that
the Park District is also a license holder.  He stated that they have had no problems and when he sees such
opportunities he will bypass the Commission hearing.  He stated that the opportunity presented itself and
he was on board with the idea.

Mayor Tully asked the Commission what was their biggest challenges.  Mr. Krusenoski replied balancing
the needs of the community and fostering business.  He stated that it is hypocritical stating that there are
no “bars” in Downers Grove, where ostensibly, they are categorized as restaurants.  Mr. Austin stated that
food must be served.  Mr. Krusenoski asked if the 51% threshold should be required.  Mayor Tully
replied that threshold was a carryover from earlier times. He stated that the Village should continue to be
flexible.  

Chairman Strelau stated that it can be an awkward discussion if, at a hearing, a Commissioner comments
that “this does not make sense”.  Mayor Tully stated that the Commission should communicate their
issues or comments to staff prior to a hearing if they have questions or concerns.  

Mayor Tully stated that change is imminent but a majority of the community must be able to go along
with it.  Mr. Krusenoski stated that the Commission may be catching up with popular sentiment and how
people view liquor establishments.  Mayor Tully replied that there seems to be an easier path to licensing
when there is another community that has already done it.  He stated that it is hard to license new
concepts with nothing else to compare it to.  

Mr. Krusenoski asked the Mayor if he received a lot of public feedback when rules were changed to allow
liquor sales at  9 am instead of noon on Sunday.  Councilman Neustadt stated that there was a handful of
residents that expressed some concern at the Council meeting.  Mr. Krusenoski noted that the
demographics of Downers Grove are changing every day.  Councilman Neustadt noted that there were
also business people, shoppers and football fans in favor of it.  

Mayor Tully thanked the group.  Councilman Neustadt stated that the discussion was enlightening.  He
stated that this Commission does their job well and he had a great deal of respect as to how they handle
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themselves as representatives of the Liquor Commission.  He stated that their group helps set the tone for
the community.  He thanked them for their help and was pleased that they met.  He felt there was plenty
of dialog about the future, options, changes and concerns.  

Mr. Jacobson stated that the Commission and staff are very passionate and knowledgeable.  

Mayor Tully thanked the group again for their service.  

V. OLD BUSINESS

Ms. Kuchynka reported that Xtapa which is now known as Barbakoa is expecting an October opening. 
She stated that the menu, policies and floor plan will remain unchanged.  

Ms. Kuchynka reported that Gnarly J’s held a soft open and noted that their grand opening is set for the
end of September.   

Ms. Kuchynka asked if there was any discussion or comments from the Commission regarding any old
business.  There was none.

VI. NEW BUSINESS

Ms. Kuchynka stated that she had an application on file and anticipated an October meeting.  

Ms. Kuchynka asked if there was any discussion or comments from the Commission regarding any new
business.  There was none.

VII. COMMENTS FROM THE PUBLIC

There were none.  

VIII. ADJOURNMENT

Concluding business for the evening, staff requested a motion to adjourn.

Mr. Austin moved to adjourn the September 5, 2013 meeting.  The meeting was adjourned by acclimation
at 8:15 p.m.
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